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Abstract

8

Over the last several decades, the relationship
between the US and China has suffered twists
and turns, rooted in different ideologies and social
foundations. The Covid-19 pandemic and subsequent
surge of anti-Asian violence in the US contributed to
the exacerbation of this global controversy, triggering
an undeclared Cold War. However, in history over
hundred years, there was a real dialogue between
the US and China through business trade. The
high classes in the US were used to buy Chinese
export commodities, such as luxury furnitures and
porcelain, and similarly, Chinese merchants bought
American goods, which caused naturally lead to an
ideological exchange. By contrast today, the US and
China are in the midst of a trade war. The exhibition
describes the interrupted communication, the loss
of cultural sharing, and the tremendous changes in
the relationship between the American and Chinese
societies since the 18th century. This is a space which
aims to understand socio-political changes, and
promote cooperation between these two powerful
countries.
Living rooms and their contents are chosen as a
social and cultural metaphor to describe the shifting
relationship between the US and China, as the

living room is the intersection space in a house that
combines private experience and social activities.
There are 10 living rooms in the exhibition, which
are divided into two groups: one group for the US
and one group for China. And at the end of the
exhibition, there will be a contemporary living room,
which provokes a conversation among audiences from
these two countries. The items will be displayed in
the stacking boxes system which provokes the role of
museum preservation. The magnifying glass on them
will highlight the details of the furniture, through
which audience can find some similarity.
Amid the latest political tension between the US and
China, universities seemed to be the only place where
cultural exchange remains intact, mostly because of
the diversity of students' backgrounds. The Rhode
Island School of Design and Tsinghua University in
Beijing will be the sites of this collaborative exhibition,
due to the similarities and affiliation between these
two well known institutions. The exhibition will
be shown in the art museums of the two schools
simultaneously, allowing audiences in America and
in China to share their comments in real time. The
items will be displayed in a series of reconstructed
Living Rooms from different time periods, but rather
than only provide a pure aesthetic experience through
style, furniture, and decorations, the spaces will work
as places of encounter where the lost communication
between the two countries will be reconstructed
through acts of intimate cultural exchange.
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"the hegemonic culture influencing the entire world
will ultimately result in the end of cultural diversity."2
"Although homogenizing influences do indeed
exist, they are far from
creating anything akin to a single world culture"3,
instead, the mixture of different cultures is an entire
process globally, so the exposure to the respectively
other culture can lead to a better understanding
between the cultures, and adapt the benefit elements
for a better worldwide culture formation.
Cultural Memory

01/Introduction

Cultural globalization involves the formation of
With the process of commodity exchange and

shared norms and knowledge with which people

colonization, culture spreads on a global scale,

associate their individual and collective cultural

constantly breaking through the limitations of the

identities to create a “cultural memory”. In social

region and mode of the national culture. For museum

dimensions, cultural memory is “the faculty that

and exhibitions, the national boundary should be

allows us to build a narrative picture of the past and

broken and construct in a global vitision. As a public

through this process develop an image and an identity

instruction institution, the national heritage exhibited

for ourselves.” 2 Cultural memory is like an impression

in the museum aims to find a general public history.

related to specific history and facts to discribe the

With the sharing of resources and cultural exchanges,

consequence in the public of the culture change.

1 " Cultural globalization", 4 January 2021, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cultural_globalization#:~:text=Cultural%20globalization%20refers%20to%20the,culture%20
media%2C%20and%20international%20travel.
2 "Cultural memory: the link between past, present, and future" Jun 07 2013, http://www.iea.usp.br/en/news/cultural-memory-the-link-between-past-present-and-future
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Through the collective cultural memory, an entire era

stroies based on their understandings of the cultural

exhibition in this book is not an archaeological

transportation limitation, in Providence's exhibition,

can be restored.

diversity. To better understanding our own culture, we

exhibition, instead, the core concept is to create a

the collections from Beijing will be hybrid virsus

have to understand the differences between different

dialogue between the New England culture and the

physical and fictional. Relatively, the exhibition in

countries or other backgrounds.

Beijing culture.

Beijing will mixed physical collections locally and

Timing
In the history, the culture has been developed

virtual collections from New Endland museums.

crisscrossly because of the communication between

However, histroy is numerous and jumbled. The

Living room is a intersection of the public space

different cultures. For example, because of the

historical story told by the exhibition should be

as well as the private space, therefore, everyone in

bussiness trading, Chinese goods saled to the Europea classfied for audience to self-study. For Assmann,

the livingroom has a rich memory privately and

leading a cultural revolution and the public's taste

cultural memory is based on fateful events of the past,

commonly. So I chose the living rooms against two

has been changed. Therefore, the culture history can

on fixed points which he calls ‘figures of memory’ 1. I

cultures in different period as the lens through which

be divided into different period based on different

am thinking of using the typical icons of the cultures

to explore the historical background of two cultures.

features influced by different cultures. According

to restoll the memory of a specific cluture in a period.

to Michel Foucault , the museum is defined as a

The living room in the exhibition is a figure of the

"heterotopia of indefinitely accumalating time."1

Exhibition as a dialogue

cultural memory consisting of chaotic furnitures,

Audience can shuttle the history by going through

to see the equal cultural memory for a better cultural

decorators as well as architecture structures. Through

the entire exhibition based on the timeline order of

understanding

the living room, audience are encouraged to recall the

the selective objects. "History" is a concept created

Eventhough the artefacts in the exhibition are real,

previous aesthetic, traditions, fashion, war, pain, etc.

to describe the existed humanity development. It is

the cultural understanding created by the exhibition

an objective concept so people relate to historical

is a impression not reality. Therefore, the intervention

There will be a democratic dialogue in the exhibition.
Two different cultures will be stand side-by-side

1 Jan Assman,Collective Memory and Cultural Identity, 129
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to tell their stories equally. But considering of the

13

02/Site Document

Fig.1 A World map highlighted target site, made by Jiarui Wu

Rhode Island School of Design (Providence, USA)
and Tsinghua Univeristy (Beijing, China) has a
stable connection because of the similar academic
14

reputation. In the history, Providence and Beijing had
a business trade connection. Therefore, the museums
of these two schools are chosen to be the site of the
exhibition.
15

City analysis
A historical tour route in Beijing, China

A planned city walk in Providence, United States
Providence is planning to construct a city walk for the
residents and visitors. Through the city walk, people
can visit differnet histocial regions in the Providence.
The city walk will be a bicycle route, wokring with the
public transpotation of the city.

center, and another one is in the westnorthen part,
using as the garden for the imperial household. For
tourism today, Beijing contructed No.4 subway to
connect two parts. And Tsinghua University is located
on the No.4 subway route.

Fig.2 Providence City Walk Intervention

Fig.5 Subway map, Beijing

A City Walk Plan in Providence
In Spring and Summer 2021, the City will begin
construction on improvements along Broad Street.

Transportation: Bike/ Walk
Time: 20~40min
16

Fig.3 Historical District and the City Walk

Fig.4 Hitorical District and the Tour Route, Beijing

RISD Museum is located on the planed city walk, therefore, this
time based lifestyle exhibition in the RISD Museum can be a
story teller to let audience know more about how people lived in
this city. The reigions are featured by different architectual style
in different time zones, and the interior exhibition in the Market
House will be a show of the lifestyle in these architectures.

Historically, Beijing was the capital city of the Qing Denisty, but
the Qing Densty history region was distributed into two parts in
the city. One is in the middle of the city, using as the dominator

An Extince Historical Tour Route in Beijing
Transportation: Subway
Time: 20~40h
17

Examples
An Extinct historical tour route in Beijing, China

An expected City Walk in Providence,2021

Here is a city walk sketch.

by the Market House. So the start point

Here is a photo of the Yuanmingyuan

paintings to remind people the relevant

The green color on the streets would

and the end point of the city walk can be

subway station.

history. Therefore, the two subway stations

guide people to go alongside the city walk.

the advertisement place for the exhibition

In the subway station, there are some

can be the advertisement place for the

Naturally, people would be guided to walk

in the Market House.

historical symbols like sculpture and

exhibition in Tsinghua Univeristy Art
musuem.

Fig.6 Providence City Walk Sketch: Broad St & Oxford St

Fig.7 Beijing subway station photo

The government of Providence is planning to build city walk

To attract tourists, the subway station in Beijing which service

in the city. The city walk will combine the exitinct bus line with

for the tourism place, having some historical decrations to guide

the new organized bicycle line, to guid tourists and residents go

tourists. If people go alongside the guide of the subway, they can

through the whole city alongside the historical district.
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do a historical tour in the Beijin City.
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City region analysis
Historical Distric in today's Providence

Tsinghua University Art Museum

Historical Distric
in today's Beijing, China

United States

RISD Museum

The planned city walk route will go
through the six historical discricts in
Providence. Because of the different
constrcution period, people can see
different architecture style when
they travel on the city walk. The
exhibition in the RISD Museum will
be on the route of this city walk.

When people visit the city,
the alternative architecture
style will tell the develppment
history about the city. And
the exhibition in the RISD
Museum will let the visitors
experience the life occured
inside the house.

Image reference: https://www.providenceri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Planning-PHDC_StandardsGuidelines2.pdf
Resource from: https://www.providenceri.gov/planning/phdc-lhd-info/
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The No.4 subway line connect
two parts of the Tsing Dynisity
regions in Beijing. The
exhibition in the Tsinghua
University Art Museum will
be on the route of the subway
route. And it would be an
explaintion of the alternative

lifetyle in Beijing
from the beginning
of Tsing Dynisity to
comtemporary Beijing.

Image reference: file:///Users/wjr15/Desktop/thesis%20prep/31295012443452.pdf
https://multimedia.scmp.com/culture/article/forbidden-city/architecture/chapter_01.html?src=follow-chapter
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Main building connection
The Market House in Providence, United States
The Market House, opposite to
the RISD Museum, was built
in 1773-1775, chiefly from the
designs of Joseph Brown, the
most inportant Providence
architect of the eigh teenth
century. It used as the market
house to sell local products as

History

清华园前身是熙春园，即康熙帝皇三子胤祉赐园，为圆明园属园，
因位于圆明园东，又称「东园」。

well as colonial goods and slave
trade. It was the center of civic
life in Providence.

Tsinghua Garden ( 清华园 )
constructed during the reign
of the Kangxi Emperor (r.
1661–1722) in the Qing dynasty..
It was granted as a gift by the
Kangxi Emperor to his third
son, Yinzhi (Prince Cheng). It

The long windows on the
ground floor
were built originally for stalls
for farmers’ wagons.

Fig.8
Market Square
(opposite to the RISD Museum building)
used as the trade center, 1844

Trade and Market
School: Rhode Island School of Design
In 1832, Providence Mayor
Samuel W. Bridgham moved
Providence City Council to
meet in Market House. By 1845
the city government outgrew
the building.
In the years after the city left
the building, tenants included
the Providence Board of Trade
(later known as the Chamber
of Commerce).
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The Tsinghua region in Beijing, China

Business connection

was part of the Old Summer
Palace and was called the
“East Garden” because of the
location. There were a lot of
royal art collections.

Zhang, Sijing ( 张思敬 ) (2001). History of Tsinghua University ( 清华大学志 ) (in
Chinese). Tsinghua University Press. ISBN 7302043191.
Fig.11 Summer Place

1775-1800, market house and the center of civic life in PVD

In l948, the city deeded the building to RISD

1707-1900, the garden of emperor family
In 1913, Qinghua School acquired and gradually expanded
over time to become the present-day Tsinghua University

Today

Education connection

In 1948, Mayor Dennis J.
Roberts signed a deed to give
the building to the Rhode
Island School of Design, with
the provision that the exterior
of the building be maintained.
Architect John Hutchins Cady
was hired to remodel the
interior with classrooms and
studios.

Art works Collections
School: Tsinghua University

The Tsinghua College was
established in Beijing, on
29 April 1911 on the site of a
former royal garden to serve
as a preparatory school for
students the government
planned to send to the United
States.

Fig.9 RISD Museum photo

Fig. 1o RISD building map

Fig.12 Tsinghua Garden

Fig.13 Tsinghua University map
highlighted Tsinghua Art Museum

(THU). In 1996, THU
established a partnership with
the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. In 1993, THU
incorperaed the Academy of
Arts and Design, which has a
strong connection with RISD
nowadays.

In 1928, Tsinghua changed its
name to Tsing Hua University
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03/Exhibition Curatorial

"Living rooms are private spaces packed
with emotions and history, as well as social
and political investments."
Julie Hollenbach

1

24

1 "Unpacking the Living Room", 18 Sep 2018, http://msvuart.hmdnsgroup.com/index php?menid=02&mtyp=17&article_id=550&sby=2&sbyk=B&sbyn=653&pin=0
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Curatorial Script
The exhibition focuses on reconstructing and
deconstructing living rooms in different time period
in USA and China. The goal of the exhibition is to
encourage audience to be educated and exchange
ideas.
There are three part in the exhibition: contemporary
living room installation for the live streaming,

26

historical living room installation and
communication room. Through the multiple
activities in these three parts, audience are
encouraged to understand why the relationship of
these two big countries changed, and figure out
the continous connection hidden under the shifed
relationship.
In the future, please imgine, what will be the trend
of the relationship of these two big countries.
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Precedent-01

Push and Pull. A Furniture Comedy for Hans Hofmann

Allan Kaprow, «Push and Pull. A Furniture Comedy for Hans Hofmann»,
1963 Eine Möbelkomödie für Hans Hoffmann | Photography
http://www.medienkunstnetz.de/works/push-and-pull/

For the Museum of Modern Art's «Hans Hofmann and His
Students» travelling show, Kaprow created «Push and Pull: A
Furniture Comedy for Hans Hofmann», which consisted of

28

the Museum of Modern Art , USA, 1963

two furnished rooms that could be rearranged
by visitors. Anyone can find or make one or more
rooms of any shape, size, proportion, and color -then furnish them perhaps, maybe paint some things
or everything. Each day things will change.»

An Exhibition for Modern Living
the Detroit Institute of Arts, USA, 1949

Collage of room display for An Exhibition for Modern Living
Charles & Ray Eames, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
https://www.eamesoffice.com/scholars-walk/an-exhibition-for-modern-living/

Precedent-02

Eames La Chaise's design works as the collections and
create a Eames La Chaise's style workshop which matches
the sprit of Eames La Chaise: modern life.

An Exhibition for Modern Living, marked the first time that
It is not just a designer furniture exhibition, instead, it is an
the Eames La Chaise had ever been on view. The exhibition use
exhibition about lifestle and living cultures.

29

Precedent-03

New Commissions (Three M Project): Jeremy Deller: It Is What It Is:
Conversations About Iraq"
https://animatingdemocracy.org/project/it-what-it-conversations-about-iraq

The living room in this exhibition used as the communication
place to encourage the audience to sit down and start a
conversation about the Iraq issue. There is a big title flag on the

30

It Is What It Is: Conversations About Iraq
the New Museum, USA, 2009

wall, a burned card sclupture from a suicide
bomb attack in Baghdad, some war photos
and a map of the Iraq. Museum visitors could
participate in one-on-one conversations,
exchanging information, thoughts, and
sentiments about Iraq from many points of view.

Poltrona Frau Museum
Tolentino, Italy, 2012

Poltrona Frau Museum，Tolentino, Italy，FIRM：AMDL Circle |
Michele De Lucchi，2012
https://architizer.com/projects/poltrona-frau-museum/

This exhibition is for a furniture firm inaugurated to celebrate
the centenary. Inside a spacious hall with an exceptionally high
ceiling, theatrical boxes in wood and cloth stage the evolution of

Precedent-04

Frau’s design and processings, spelt out by decades.
With an emblematic model picked to represent each
period, they are complete with a lavish array of original
period documents from the corporate archives.
The exhibition is super light and friendly.
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Exhibition in the RISD Museum

Gambling Room

Charles Pendleton's Library

Glass Collections

Dining room for workers

The second floor installations
present thematic period rooms,
including Pendleton's objects
and later works selected from the
RISD Museum collections.

Can I leave you? Charles Pendleton House
Permanent Exhibition
RISD Museum 5th-6th floor

Dinning Room

The exhibition shows the ordinary
American life style. America has a
mixed culture environment with
effected by the European culture
and the Eastern culture.

Penditon House was built for the purpose of displaying the
collections of Charles L/ Pendleton (1846-1904). The spaces on
the first floor of Pendleton House reflect the way that Charles
Pendleton lived with his collection in his own house.
Dining Room
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Bedroom

Meeting Room

Living Room

Silver Collections

Bedroom
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History Background

34

35

36

reference: Fitzgerald, Oscar P. American Furniture: 1650 to present
reference link: http://www.connectedlines.com/styleguide/style07.htm
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04/Frame Work

38

Where What When Who Why
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Where
Site Plan (overview)

(main building)

(advertisement place)
(advertisement place)

Fig.14 Exhibition site in Providence, RI, USA
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Fig.15 Exhibition site in Beijing, PRC
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Where
Site Plan (main building)
1st Floor of THU Art Museum in Beijing, China

1st Floor of Market House in Providence, United States

Exhibition Hall 1

Photo of the lobby

Exhibition Hall 2

Scale 1/16’’=1’-0’’

Photo of the Public Area

Exhibition Hall 3
Studio 4

Photo of the Exhibition Hall

Studio 3

Office 5

Office 4

Office 3
Venue
Office 1
Office 2

Conference Room

Office 3
Office 4
Office 5

Chace Gallery, RISD Museum 3F, Providence, RI, US

Studio 2

Studio 1

Office 2

Office 1

Studio 1
Studio 2
Studio 3
Studio 4
Public Exhibition Room

Area
20m 2

50m 2
25m 2
26m 2
22m 2
25m 2
25m 2
25m 2
25m 2
55m 2

Scale 1/4’’=1’-0’’

Exhibition in Chace Gallery
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Photos of the Exhibition Hall 1/2/3
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What
Historical Background （Interior Style Generation）

Colonial era

1636

1636
1690

Ming Style
1710

Georgian era

Federal era

High Qing era
1790

1790

1810
1840

Neoclassical era
American Modern era

Late Qing era
War era

1900

1910
1940

1940

China Moderization

Contem porary
44
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What
Historical Background （Events）
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What
Time Frame in Exhibition
The orgnization of the exhibition based on the combination of the
interior style generation timeline and the historical evens timeline.

1790-1840
Federal Era

1790-1810
Late Qing Era

1840-1910
Neoclassical Era

1810-1900
Chaos Era

1940-1970

1940-1970

1910-1940
War
1940-1970
Country Era

1940-1970
RoC Era

1990s-2000s
Challenge
2016-2020
Trade War
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1840-1910 1790-1840 1710-1790

Contemporary

1690-1790
High Qing Era

1910-1940

1710-1790
Georgian Era

1810-1900 1790-1810 1690-1790

1990s-2000s

China

2016-2020

USA

communication room: relationship which is in trouble
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Who
Target Audience
Population around the Market House, Providence, RI, United States

Propulation around Tsinghua U Art Museum, Beijing, China

From the population statistic diagram of
Providence, we can see the Asian students are
mainly living around the Market House because
the Market House location is kind of in the center
of the univerties in the city.

Tsinghua University Art Museum is a museum
open to the whole society. Tsinghua University
has a big compus so the east side of the
university is close to the university region. And a
lot of students from other universities would like
to come.

The target audience of the exhibition will be
American students with their Asian friends.

The terget audience of the exhibition in Beijing
will be American students in Chian as well
as Chinnese students who are interested in
American culture.

Chinese Students
American Students

The percentage of international students in Tsinghua University in different grades

Inernational students
6.659%

Inernational students
7.650%

Inernational students
2.504%

Fig.16 Map of racial distribution in Providence, 2010 U.S. Census.

Each dot is 25 people: Asian (purple)

American Students with Asian students
(Brown, RISD, JWU, etc)

undergraduate students
93.341%

graduate students
92.350%

doctoral students
97.496%

Fig.17 Tsinghua University students population statistics
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Why
Design Concept
Compare, Cooperation, Conversation

Beijing's living room

Conversation living room

New England's living room

Compare

Cooperation

In the exhibition, there are
several groups of the living
rooms. Audience can compare
the difference between Beijing's
living room and Providence's
living roomin a general vision. And
when they zoom in the details of
the items in the living room, the
magnifying glass system created
in the exhibition will envcourage
the audience to acknowledge the
similarity and connections between
these two cultures.

In the conversation room in the exhibition,
audience are encouraged to write down the
big question about the shifted relationship.
They should show their answers and see
others answers. It is a cooperation for the
audience to understand.

live streaming
12 hours

Conversation

Exhibition in PVD

52

Exhibition in Beijing

In some spetial time period, there will be a
live streaming in the exhibition. So audience
in USA and in China can have a in time
talk about the understanding of the country
relationship.
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About what?

Relationship between USA and PRC

05/Exhibition Design
Why Living room?

Space for gathering in a house

54
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Conceptual Sketch

Time Frame in the exhibition

Time Frame in the Exhibition

The orgnization of the exhibition based on the combination of the interior style
generation timeline and the historical evens timeline.

The exhibition construct a mirroring space in the art museum
exhibition halls, which emphasis the comparable relationship
between the USA and China.

56

The organization of the exhibition based on the combination
of the interior style generation timeline and historical events
timeline.

USA

China

1710-1790
Georgian Era

1690-1790
High Qing Era

1790-1840
Federal Era

1790-1810
Late Qing Era

1840-1910
Neoclassical Era

1810-1900
Chaos Era

1910-1940
War
1940-1970
Country Era

1940-1970
RoC Era

1990s-2000s
Challenge
2016-2020
Trade War

Timeline

57

Exhibition Plan（RISD Museum）

Exhibition Plan & Section

communication room: relationship which is in trouble

1990s-2000s

2016-2020

1940-1970

1840-1910 1790-1840 1710-1790

Contemporary

1940-1970

1910-1940

1810-1900 1790-1810 1690-1790
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Three Plots in the exhibition

Plot3: Communication Room

Fig.18 Antique Georgian style cabinet
Fig.19 Georgian 12-Light Chandelier
Fig.20 Looking glass
Fig.21 Roundabout (Corner) Chair
Fig.22 Oval table with falling leaves

Providence's living room selected furnitures

Fig.23 Arm chair
Fig.24 Standing lamp
Fig.25 Qing Dynasty Teak 6-Panel Screen
Fig.26 Huanghuali detachable table

Beijing's living room selected furnitures

Plot2: Historical Livingroom Installation

Plot1: Contemporary livingroom

60
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Plot 1: Contemporary Livingroom

Question Wall

LED light pipe
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1.1: Screen for live streaming

1.2: Screen for recording
Live streaming Camera
Live streaming Screen
8:00pm-9:00pm GMT-4
8:00am-9:00am GMT+8

Big Questions Wall
Clear Glass

Mixed chairs:
China? USA?

64

Live streaming sign

Intro Panel

65

Plot 2: Historical livingroom Installation
LED pipe

Printed Curtain

2.4

2.3

2.1

RISD Museum
Pendleton House

Reception Room, Beijing

1799 Georgian-style home located
at 72 Waterman Street, Pendleton
House

Recreation of the principal room,
with screen, from a Qing dynasty
residence (Wu family) in Tangli,
in the West Dongting Hills) at the
Minneapolis Institute of Arts, USA.
This room is adorned with original
decorative carvings, foundation
stones, floor tiles, most of the
windows and wooden grills.

https://risdmuseum.org/exhibitions-events/exhibitions/charlespendleton-house

2.2

2.1/ Entrance: Historical Living room reconstructed
2.2/ Furniture Exhibit System
2.3/ Immersive Context
2.4/ Keep your memory

http://www.michaelfreemanphoto.com/media/0a2c2904-5ac4-11e0-916c859bdeff33a9-ming-residence-interior

66
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2.1: Reconstructed Architectural Structure
New England, USA

Fig.27 Georgian style house
Fig.28 Federal style house
Fig.29 Neoclassical style house
Fig.30 Country style house

68

Fig.31 High Qing Era house
Fig.32 Late Qing Era house
Fig.33 Chaos Era house
Fig.34 Modern style house

69

2.2: Furniture Exhibit System

USA
Roundabout (Corner) Chair
ca. 1740-1760，Boston, Massachusetts
Culture: American
Resource: RISD museum
https://risdmuseum.org/art-design/collection/roundabout-cornerchair-04088

China
Chinese Huanghuali Wood
Side Chair
Mid-18th Century
shaped and scrolled top rail above
pierced splat and needlework drop in
seat, supported on acanthus carved
cabriole legs with scroll feet.
https://www.1stdibs.com/furniture/seating/sidechairs/mid-18th-century-chinese-huanghualiwood-side-chair/id-f_6784861/?utm_
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2.3: Immersive Context

2.4: Keep your memory
clear
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Plot 3: Communication Room

Big Question Wall: write down your answers

Intro Panel （USA）

Furniture Intro Panel
Video (documentary)

Projector

White replica furnitures
Represensetive Furnitures

Intro Panel （PRC）
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Rendering 1:
Experience in the Contemporary Living Room
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Rendering 2:
Experience in the Historical Livingroom Installation
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Rendering 3:
Experience in the Communication Room
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Rendering 4:
Experience in the Exhibition
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Jaffe, Eugene D. Globalization and Development. Infobase
Publishing. p. 48. ISBN 9781438123318. 2006.Retrieved 22
September 2016.
This article talks about the effect of the globalization.

Assmann, Jan. Cultural memory and early civilization: Writing,
remembrance, and political imagination. Cambridge University
Press, 2011.
Halbwachs, Maurice. On collective memory. University of
Chicago Press, 2020.
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2009
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Beurdeley, Michel. Chinese Furniture. Kodansha
International, 1979. http://0-search.ebscohost.com.
librarycat.risd.edu/login.aspx?direct=true&db=cat0151
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Accessed December 15, 2020.https://risdmuseum.org/
art-design/collection/roundabout-cornerchair-04088
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2020. https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/
search/8273
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four protruding rounded ends” , Accessed December
15, 2020. http://www.artmuseum.tsinghua.edu.cn/en/
cpsj_english/gndc/gcxy/201605/t20160530_1211.shtml
Fig.24 “Huanghuali wood flat-top desk with rounded
feet and plain aprons” , Accessed December 15, 2020.
http://www.artmuseum.tsinghua.edu.cn/en/cpsj_
english/gndc/gcxy/201605/t20160530_1203.shtml
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Fig.25 “A VERY RARE HUANGHUALI LAMP STAND,
DENGTAI” Accessed December 20, 2020. https://www.
christies.com/en/lot/lot-6061209
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